
Adjustable Oval shape stainless steel mousse ring TSMR08
 
Main features of Adjustable Oval shape stainless steel mousse ring TSMR08
 
Thickened food grade 3-4 stainless steel is used to make stainless steel mousse ring in Tsingbuy China mousse ring
manufactuer. It is safe and healthy passed the hygiene standards of touching food grade. Stainless steel surface after
smooth mirror treatment, feel slippery, easy to demould. Size can be adjusted by you.
 
High-quality steel: Selected high-quality 304 stainless steel, strong hardness, corrosion resistance, refuse to rust
 
Easy to disassemble: Mold design is bottomless, easy to use and adjust, more convenient to disassemble, faster and easier
for cleanup.
 
Smooth edge: The edge of the mould is smooth, not injuring the hand, and the length is arbitrary.
 
Pictures of Adjustable oval shape stainless steel mousse ring TSMR08
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More patterns of mousse ring tart ring in Tsingbuy
Tsingbuy  stainless  steel  mousse  ring  factory  is  supplying  hundreds  of  mousse  ring/tart  ring  types.  As  the
leading China bakeware manufactuer, we have been providing professional customization bakeware for many years. Mousse
ring/tart ring is one of our largest bakeware series. We have been providing international customers with a variety of shapes,
sizes and patterns of mousse cake molds. If you are in the market for mousse rings or customized mousse cake molds, come
to us will be a pleasant and successful experience.
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Stainless-steel-Cake-Mousse-Rings-TSMR01-TCMR03.html




 
About us
Tsingbuy Industry Limited is the leading China bakeware manufacturer and we have been always striving to producing the
best  baking  products,  raging  from  sheet  pans,  loaf  pans/toast  tins,  baguette  trays,  OEM  industry  cup  trays,  bakery
trolley,  cooling  rack and  many  other  series  of  bakeware  tools  to  baking  related  tools  like  banneton  baskets,  PP  baskets,
bakery  couche,  baking  mat  and  so  on.  We  have  many  successful  and  pleased  customization  cases  by  cooperation  with
International customers. Adjustable mousse ring supplier is one of our important roles. We also have factory ability to
provide customized service with professional team.

Contact us
 

 
 
 You may also interested in perforated oval tart ring mousse ring. 
 
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/Industry-cup-tray.htm
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/perforated-oval-tart-ring.html

